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The most effective marketing tool of its kind... A Simple, Beautiful, Effective, Sales Magnet That Grabs

Your Visitors' Pleasant Attention and Demands ACTION And Makes Them BUY... Fly-in Ads

CreatorThere has been a MAJOR change on the internet that has cost internet marketers millions (maybe

billions) of dollars. Today we bring you a solution to correct this shift (hence losses), or you risk losing out

on thousands, maybe tens of thousands of dollars. Like most internet users, you've probably come across

web "pop-ups". Don't you hate them when they pop all over your computer with so many windows you

can hardly shut them down? So how do these internet marketers expect to intrude my privacy like this,

annoy me, then expect me to buy whatever they are selling on these "pop-ups"? Why is it that so many

ISPs have come up with more and more aggressive methods of blocking these "pains in the neck"? But

still you find more and more marketers are using them... The reason is that "pop-ups" CAN be very

effective and very profitable tools if used properly. Fly-in Ads Creator is a friendly, "layer" that is not

blocked by pop-up blockers It has such captivating effectiveness that it closes sales for you and

skyrockets prospect subscription every time. Friday, August 14, 2009 Dear Internet marketer, I have seen
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quite a variation of these tools, and have had a share of their good and bad side. But I thought none of

them offered what "I" wanted. You see, I put myself and my needs first as a customer or internet surfer. I

then imagine all my customers would like to have what I'd like to have. It was with these unique needs in

mind that I decided to create a product that would fulfil these unique internet marketers' needs, at the

same time not annoy their potential customers by imposing themselves to their potential customers, but

rather provide more effective sales and prospect capture. ...And of course, not get blocked by "pop-up

blockers". After all , what use are your ads if your prospects cannot see them? And so I created Fly-in

Ads Creator Fly-in Ads Creator is a "secret weapon" for creating wildly successful online campaigns that

will boast staggering conversion rates. The reason internet marketers are buzzing about this wonderful

tool is because it fulfills their marketing needs like no other. When you install Fly-in Ads Creator on your

web site: Floating ads Grabs your visitor's pleasant attention It will grab your visitor's pleasant attention

flying ads are effective It will have an appealing effect on your visitors' psyche hover ads capture attention

It will always demand INSTANT attention - comes with a choice of unique creative designs that capture

attention Slide-Over ads close sales It will close sales for you Slide-Over ads close sales It will skyrocket

prospect subscription for later follow-up giving you the opportunity to close sales later Slide-Over ads

close sales It will not be blocked by pop-up blockers If you are not using Fly-in Ads Creator on your web

site, then you are losing money. Fly-in Ads Creator is VERY easy to create and implement on your web

site.
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